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ABSTRACT

An overview of military training simulation in the form
of an introductory tutorial is provided. Basic terminolo
is introduced, and current trends and research focus in
military training simulation domain are described.

1 INTRODUCTION

Let’s say you’re a discrete event simulationist. Y
were raised on the likes of (Banks, Carson and Ne
1984; Fishman 1973; Franta 1977; Law and Kel
1982; MacDougall 1987; Shannon 1975; Schriber 19
Tocher 1963) and you have a penchant for the e
scheduling world view, although you’ve been known
dabble in process interaction. One day you find your
discussing the topic of simulation with a representa
of a well-known defense contractor. Ten minutes i
the conversation, you are surprised at the difficulty y
are having communicating. You each seem to be u
terms unfamiliar to the other, and where common te
exist, you have the uneasy feeling that there are nua
of definition not being accounted for. The conversat
ends and you spend the next few moments wonde
whether you actually know as much about simulation
you thought you did.

Our objective in this tutorial is to spare the intrep
discrete event simulationist those moments of doubt
providing a gentle introduction to the current practice
military training simulation. We introduce some of t
common terminology, and briefly highlight a few of th
current thrusts in research, development and practice
aware, however, that this presentation merely scratche
surface of a large topic. The world ofmilitary simulation
is very broad, and training applications are but a pa
albeit an important part – of it. Likewise, any legitima
treatment ofmilitary training would fill volumes and is wel
beyond the scope of this effort. Even limiting our focus
53
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military training simulation,space limitations dictate tha
some important and interesting topics are omitted here.
have tried to include bibliographic references and UR
most useful to the reader interested in furthering his
her study.

The presentation strongly reflects a U.S. military tra
ing simulation perspective, since that is the environm
the authors are most familiar with, and no attempt h
been made to differentiate military training simulation b
national approach. To our knowledge, however, many
the concepts described here correspond directly or app
imately to military training simulation concepts outsid
the U.S.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follow
Section 2 provides an introduction to some comm
terminology and definitions relevant to military trainin
simulation. A brief historical perspective and a discuss
of the current trend toward systems interoperability
provided in Section 3. Section 4 identifies a few of t
current research issues in military training simulation, a
conclusions appear in Section 5.

2 TERMINOLOGY AND TAXONOMY

A logical first step in familiarization with the military
training simulation world is an introduction to thelanguage
of military training simulation. If you are unfamiliar with
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) in general, the first th
you will realize is that there is no shortage of acronym
in the DoD vernacular. In this article, we attempt
keep acronym usage to a minimum for readability, but
advised that familiarity with the acronyms is critical t
your successful entree into the military simulation are
A good source for acronym and terminology definitions
(U.S. Department of Defense 1997b).

The second thing you’ll discover about DoD is th
while quite often definitive sources for terminology exis
both usage and other published sources do not always m
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the definitive. Perhaps this should not be surprising. T
DoD is a very large organization; it is probably no
uncommon that the views expressed by someone affilia
with a large organization do not always completely an
accurately reflect the official position of the organizatio
itself.

Within the DoD, simulation is applied to support
variety of missions, including: (1)training, (2) analysis,
(3) acquisition, (4) mission rehearsal,and (5) test and
evaluation. Our focus is limited to the application of
simulation for training, although much of what follows
applies to each of these missions.

2.1 Basic Definitions

In the DoD setting, simulation is generally referred to in th
context of the acronym “M&S,” which stands formodeling
and simulationor models and simulationsdepending on
the context of its use. Officially (U.S. Department o
Defense 1997b):

Model is a physical, mathematical, or otherwise logic
representation of a system, entity, phenomenon,
process.

Simulation is a method for implementing a model ove
time.

Modeling and simulation refers to the use of models
including emulators, prototypes, simulators, stimul
tors, either statically or over time, to develop data
a basis for making managerial or technical decision
The terms “modeling” and “simulation” are often use
interchangeably.

Simulator is: (a) a device, computer program, or syste
that performs simulation; (b) for training, a devic
which duplicates the essential features of a ta
situation and provides for direct human operation.

War Game is a simulation game in which participant
seek to achieve a specified military objective give
pre-established resources and constraints; for exam
a simulation in which participants make battlefiel
decisions and a computer determines the results
those decisions. Syn: constructive simulation; high
order model.

Although the merits of these definitions may be argue
they represent the official position of the DoD as o
December 1997. Of course, it is quite possible to fin
alternate definitions either in publication or use. F
example, in many settings, thede facto definition for
simulation is that simulation encompasses everything ot
than war itself. This definition is reflected in some of th
categories of simulation described below.
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So the DoD lexicon is not without its ambiguities
and contradictions. As another example, the same sou
that seems to preclude Monte Carlo simulation, whic
inherently contains no notion of time, from the clas
of things called simulation, offers this definition (U.S
Department of Defense 1997b):

Monte Carlo simulation. A simulation in which random
statistical sampling techniques are employed such t
the result determines estimates for unknown values

This is a mine field you will have to learn to navigate
Experience has shown that the fastest way to derai
meeting is to introduce a discussion on definitions. Cave
discrete event simulationist!

In addition to these basic concepts and definition
there are a variety of ways that simulations are differentiat
within the DoD. We review a few of these taxonomie
below.

2.2 Virtual, Live and Constructive

Although perhaps becoming less common in its usage,
virtual, live, constructiveclassification scheme is officially
described as (U.S. Department of Defense 1997b):

Virtual simulation refers to a simulation involving real
people operating simulated systems. Virtual sim
lations inject human-in-the-loop in a central role b
exercising motor control skills (e.g. flying an airplane
decision skills (e.g. committing fire control resource
to action), or communication skills (e.g. as membe
of a C4I team).

Live simulation refers to a simulation involving real
people operating real systems.

Constructive simulation refers to a simulation that in-
volves simulated people operating in simulated sy
tems. Real people stimulate (make inputs) to su
simulations, but are not involved in determining th
outcomes.

Essentially, virtual simulation refers to the use of simulator
live simulation to rehearsal or practice with “go-to-war
systems, and constructive simulation refers to classi
computerized simulation models. As noted in (U.S
Department of Defense 1997b) this classification syste
is, at best, flawed:

The categorization of simulation into live, virtual,
and constructive is problematic, because there is
no clear division between these categories. The
degree of human participation in the simulation
is infinitely variable, as is the degree of equip-
ment realism. This categorization of simulations
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also suffers by excluding a category for simu-
lated people working real equipment (e.g. smart
vehicles).

As noted in Section 3, one of the goals of current Do
M&S initiatives is the creation ofsynthetic environments
that represent the “seamless” integration of virtual, liv
and constructive simulations within a common simulate
battlespace.

2.3 Logical Time and Real Time

Another means by which simulations may be distinguish
relates to their treatment of time. Simulations tha
explicitly model the passage of time and allow the ra
of its advancement to be dictated by the granulari
of simulated events may be described aslogical-time
simulations.Simulations that do notmodeltime but rather
use the real clock values to drive their execution may
described asreal-time simulations.This differentiation is
best illustrated by an example.

The Corps Battle Simulation (CBS) is a ground comb
model used to train Army and Joint staffs at a varie
of levels. CBS is primarily written in SIMSCRIPT II.5
and falls into the category of logical-time simulation
The Modular Semi-Automated Forces (ModSAF) is als
(primarily) a ground combat model, but used to train
lower echelons than CBS. ModSAF is written in C, an
falls into the category of real-time simulation. Both CBS
and ModSAF areinteractivemodels, i.e. they permit user
input to occur while the model is running. Both CBS
and ModSAF have the capability to pace their rate
execution at some ratio to real time. For CBS this
accomplished by posting specialized events on the ev
list. For ModSAF this is accomplished by specifying
its frame rate. The critical difference between the tw
(justifying their separation into different categories) come
when the amount of computation required to compute t
next state exceeds the amount of real time available bef
the next stateshould occur. If at timet = 10 seconds it
requires 3 seconds to compute the state for timet = 11
seconds, what do you do?

Fundamentally, no system canguaranteecomplete,
simultaneous faithfulness to both simulation time and re
time. In situations like the one described here, a choi
mustbe made by the simulation. Logical-time simulation
like CBS, observe simulation time. It takes however lon
it takes to compute the next state. (As an aside, CBS h
a capability to attempt to catch up by running faster tha
the desired rate over a user-specified interval.) Real-tim
simulations, like ModSAF, degrade or abandon next-sta
computation, if necessary, in order to maintain synchro
with real time.
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The difference between logical-time simulations and
real-time simulations is also apparent in their code
Logical-time simulations have the classical discrete even
or continuous simulation data structures and algorithms
Real-time simulations resemble real-time systems – the
execution is measured by hertz frequency, and they a
typically interrupt driven.

2.4 Entity Level and Aggregate Level

Military simulations are often differentiated based on their
inherent level of abstraction. If the primary objects
represented in the simulation are collections of doctrinally
identifiable military assets, e.g. a tank battalion, then th
simulation is referred to as anaggregate-level simulation.
If the primary objects represented by the simulation
are singular military objects, e.g. a tank, a soldier, the
simulation is referred to as anentity-level simulation.

Historically, entity-level simulations have been used
to train at lower military echelons, e.g. Platoon, Company
and aggregate-level simulations have been used as t
basis for training at higher military echelons, e.g. Brigade
Division. A current trend is toward the development of
singular simulation systems that train at all echelons. Th
costs and benefits of this approach are yet to be full
understood.

3 MOVING TOWARD A PARADIGM OF
INTEROPERABILITY

Historically, military simulations and simulators have been
applied in fairly narrowly focused contexts to achieve
specific sets of goals. If no single system could fulfill the
objectives of a given training exercise, a new system wa
constructed or the objectives of the exercise modified t
accommodate the capabilities at hand. In the mid-to-lat
1970s, the idea of connecting training devices, namel
simulators, began to take shape.

The first meaningful attempt to interoperate mili-
tary simulators was the Simulator Networking (SIMNET)
project initiated by the Defense Advanced Research Projec
Agency (DARPA) in 1983 (Allusi 1991; Ground and
Schwab 1988). SIMNET was an effort to interoperate
tank trainers to support unit (collective) training, and rep-
resented advances in a number of areas including, imag
generation technologies, low-cost simulator design, an
networking technologies.

The success of SIMNET spurred the desire to describ
general purpose protocols to support a wide range o
network-based training applications. This effort resulted
in the formulation of two unique sets of protocols which
we briefly describe below.
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3.1 Distributed Interactive Simulation

The Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocol
became an IEEE standard in the spring of 1993 (Pull
and Wood 1995; Voss 1993). The primary mission of DI
is (University of Central Florida 1993, p.3):

...to create synthetic, virtual representations of
warfare environments by systematically connect-
ing separate subcomponents of simulation which
reside at distributed, multiple locations ... The
property of connecting separate subcomponents
or elements affords the capability to configure a
wide range of simulated warfare representations
patterned after the task force organization of ac-
tual units ... Equally important is the property of
interoperability which allows different simulation
environments to efficiently and consistently in-
terchange data elements essential to representing
warfighting outcomes.

The DIS protocols and concept of operations are close
tied to those of SIMNET. Generally, DIS simulations ar
entity-level, real-time simulations. Communication in
DIS environment is based on the Protocol Data Unit (PDU
a bit-encoded packet for communicating entity state a
other types of information identified as useful within th
protocol, e.g. weapons fire events. A process known
dead reckoningis used to reduce the number ofentity
statePDUs introduced onto the network during runtime, b
allowing entity state extrapolation between updates. Usi
dead reckoning, each simulation maintains a low fideli
model of the objects owned by other simulations and us
this model to update the position and orientation of tho
objects based on the last reported value. For each ob
a simulation owns, it also maintains the same low fideli
representation. When the low fidelity and high fidelit
representations differ by some predetermined thresho
the owning simulation broadcasts a PDU containing t
actual (high fidelity) values.

DIS has been used as the protocol underlying n
merous warfighting experiments and Advanced Conce
Technology Demonstrations (ACTDs), most notably, th
Synthetic Theater of War (STOW) family of experiments

3.2 The Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol

Like the DIS protocols, the Aggregate Level Simulatio
Protocol (ALSP) also has its roots in SIMNET, but ALSP
was targeted toward support for the interoperation
aggregate-level, logical-time simulations (Page, Cano
and Tufarolo 1997; Weatherly, Wilson and Griffin 1993
Weatherly et al. 1996).

Prior to 1990, DARPA was working to improve
the efficiency of simulation-based training through bett
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hardware infrastructure. Their emphasis on networks an
portable computer centers made it possible, so they hope
for warfighters in Europe and Korea to train at their
home bases rather than travel to the Warrior Preparatio
Center (WPC) in Einsiedlerhof, Germany or the Korea
Battle Simulation Center (KBSC) in Seoul, Korea. About
the same time the Berlin Wall came down, the DARPA
vision of distributed simulation was put to the test by the
Allied Command Europe (ACE) ’89 exercise. It failed.
As is often the case, the exercise did not fail in area
where attention was paid (the network, switches, mor
rugged computers, etc.) but in areas where attention w
lacking – the simulation software. The complexity of
distributed computation was greatly underestimated. A
the Commander of the Warrior Preparation Center late
said, “The smoke got too thick and the mirrors got too
heavy.”

Many of the software problems observed in ACE ’89
were traceable to an inconsistent perception of the tim
and state relationships within the distributed simulation
and disagreement about how simulations should coopera
in modeling combat objects. ALSP provides an ASCII-
based message-passing protocol and software infrastructu
that coordinates the advance of simulation time, enforce
adherence to a common object model of the share
simulation state, and arbitrates contests over the right
modify that shared state.

Fielded in the spring of 1991, the ALSP Joint Training
Confederation (JTC), which currently consists of eight Join
and Service simulations, has been successfully employ
to support numerous major, large-scale, Joint trainin
exercises, including the annual Ulchi Focus Lens, Prairi
Warrior and Unified Endeavor exercises (Miller and Zabek
1996).

3.3 The High Level Architecture

The High Level Architecture (HLA) has been proposed and
developed to support reuse and interoperation of simulation
across the U.S. Department of Defense (Dahmann, Fujimo
and Weatherly 1997). The HLA represents both a
generalization and extension of DIS and ALSP. The HLA
is defined by three components:

• a common model definition and specification formalism
(U.S. Department of Defense 1988a);

• a collection of services describing the HLA runtime
environment (U.S. Department of Defense 1988c); an

• a set of rules governing compliance with the archi-
tecture (U.S. Department of Defense 1988b).

The HLA is intended to have wide applicability across
the full range of defense simulation applications, including
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those used to support training, analysis, mission rehears
and acquisition. The HLA is designed with a high degre
of flexibility, permitting arbitrary mixtures of fidelity and
resolution.

At the heart of the HLA is the notion of afederation.
A federation is a collection offederates– simulations
and other systems – that interoperate using the protoco
described by the architecture. A Federation Object Mode
(FOM), constructed in accordance with the formalism
identified in (U.S. Department of Defense 1988a), provide
the model specification and establishes a contract betwe
the federates regarding the nature of the activity takin
place during federation runtime. Federation executio
is accomplished through an HLA Runtime Infrastructure
(RTI) which is an implementation of the infrastructure
services defined in (U.S. Department of Defense 1988c).
addition to defining services for the RTI, the HLA Interface
Specification defines services that must be implemente
by federates.

In a typical federation execution, a federate joins
the federation, indicates its operating parameters (e.
information the federate will provideto the federation and
information it will accept from the federation) and then
participates in the evolution of federation state until the
federate departs the federation, or the simulation terminate
FOM data is provided to the RTI at runtime, enabling the
infrastructure to provide a level of enforcement with respec
to the “information contract” that the FOM represents.

In a 1996 memorandum signed by the U.S. Under
secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology Dr
Paul Kaminski, the HLA is endorsed as the standard fo
all U.S.DoD M&S (U.S Department of Defense 1996).
The HLA standard supersedes both ALSP and DIS an
all DoD M&S efforts must comply with the HLA, receive
a waiver, or be retired by 2001.

4 CURRENT ISSUES IN MILITARY TRAINING
SIMULATION

The need for, and demands on, military simulation ar
continually increasing. Driven largely by fiscal necessity
an increasing pressure to employ simulation is driving
exploration into new methods for modeling combat activi
ties. DoD is currently focusing significant attention in the
areas of domain architectures, common terrain represe
tation, behavior representation, multiresolution modelin
and synthetic natural environments.

4.1 Domain Architectures

A domain architectureis designed to facilitate software
reuse by providing a common framework for multiple
projects. The Army, Navy, Air Force, and Intelligence
57
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communities are currently developing their next generation
of command and staff training simulations. Each of these
replaces an existing, so-calledlegacy, system that has
been made interoperable with those of the other Services
Simulation sponsors, designers, and users recognize tha
much of the functionality of these legacy systems is similar
and illustrates duplication of effort across the Services.

The Joint Simulation System (JSIMS) and One Semi-
Automated Forces (OneSAF) programs are attempts to
unify the next generation of Service simulations and Semi-
Automated Forces simulations, respectively, to eliminate
software duplication, lower development costs, provide
common user interfaces, and reduce life-cycle costs for
using and enhancing the systems. The JSIMS architectur
attempts to isolate two distinct classes of simulation
functionality (Powell 1996). The first class is domain-
independent simulation infrastructure. The second class
includes basic representations of simulated objects and
the building blocks for creating user interfaces, and
external system data exchange. This layer also manage
communication with the first layer, allowing specific model
builders to focus on their model rather than on the intricacies
of the infrastructure for supporting those models. The
OneSAF architecture, currently under development, is
likely to reflect a similar separation of functionality (U.S.
Department of Defense 1997a).

Programs like OneSAF and JSIMS, when viewed
in the context of the HLA initiative, illustrate a seeming
dichotomy in current DoD approaches to M&S. The former
collection seeks to construct large, monolithic simulations
that serve many audiences with widely varying objectives.
The latter approach (within the context of the broader DoD
M&S technical framework) suggests that small, simple,
well-defined and narrowly-scoped simulations provide the
basis for the application of M&S, with complex problems
being addressed by the federation of multiple simulations.

Both JSIMS and OneSAF prominently tout the notion
of composabilityin their architectures. So it is possible
that in the end, each of these programs – HLA, JSIMS,
OneSAF – may result in the reflection of a common set
of modeling principles, blurring or erasing the dichotomy.
But it is probably premature to make any predictions or
judgements.

4.2 Terrain Representation

Military operations typically focus around physical activi-
ties on specific areas of the earth. Therefore, simulations
of these activities each require a representation of this
terrain. In the absence of terrain representation standards
a variety of unique and often incompatible terrain represen-
tation schemes have emerged, hindering the representatio
of a common terrain between multiple simulations. This
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incompatibility requires that multiple databases of the sam
terrain be built to support multiple simulations, and in
troduces potential (undesired) variability in the syntheti
environment between interoperating simulations.

To overcome these problems DOD has instituted th
Synthetic Environment Data Representation and Inte
change Specification (SEDRIS) project. Their intent is t
create a common database format that completely suppo
the characteristics of existing databases. The principl
underlying SEDRIS are that the data representation: (
be complete, (2) support loss-less translation, and (3)
unambiguous.

4.3 Behavior Representation

Because of its complexity, behavioral modeling has trad
tionally been very basic. The goal has been to provid
military vehicles and units with the ability toreact to basic
events in the absence of human intervention. These mod
allow aircraft on patrol to “decide” to return to base when
getting low on fuel, rather than continuing until the aircraf
falls to the ground. Ground units respond to enemy attac
by focusing firepower on the aggressor rather than blind
continuing their preprogrammed mission. Algorithms like
these have been the extent of behavioral modeling f
many years. However, more recent models have attempt
to increase the reasoning capabilities of simulated objec
Most notable among these systems have been the Se
Automated Forces (SAF) or Computer Generated Forc
(CGF) systems. These systems allow a single operator
play the part of many vehicles or several Platoons wit
the aid of embedded behavioral models.

The approach taken by most CGF systems is to replica
the product of human decision making, rather than the
process. Since we do not completely understand the
inner workings of the human mind, it is easier to gathe
information about observed human reactions to certa
situations than it is to represent the process of cogitatio
However, recent developments in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) technologies, e.g. intelligent agents, potentially offe
new solutions to this problem.

4.4 Multiresolution Modeling

The notion ofresolutionin a simulation model is commonly
used to describe the level of abstraction employed in th
model – some measurement of the differences between
actual system under study and the model of that syste
Multiresolution issues exist in single simulation models
but are perhaps made more acute by the system co
position afforded by today’s interoperability technologies
Determining meaningful “levels of discourse” between
simulations federated through the HLA, for example, ca
58
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be a very difficult task. A classical example of this in-
volves the interoperation of entity-level and aggregate-leve
simulations. Solutions to this problem involve aggregation
and disaggregation, but these approaches are oftenad hoc
and generally require that objects have a singular level o
aggregation at any point in simulation time. The problem
of multiple, consistent, simultaneous, representations – a
multiple levels of resolution – is exceedingly challenging.

Solutions to the multiresolution modeling problem
are being sought under the DARPA Advanced Simulation
Technology Thrust (ASTT) program.

4.5 Synthetic Natural Environments

An emerging approach in military simulation involves
the separation of models of the environment from the
physical and behavioral models constituting a simulation
Independent representations of the environment make
necessary to collect and manage a large volume of dat
This data may include characteristics of the terrain surface
natural and cultural features, atmosphere, sea surface, su
surface, and ocean floor. The representation of radio an
acoustic energy, chemical and biological agents, natura
and man-made obscurants and nuclear effects are al
considered part of the environment since these create
medium within which the objects must operate.

The collection and management of environmental dat
presents significant challenges, as does the validation o
environmental models. Consistent environmental effects i
a multiresolution simulation are particularly challenging,
and are the subject of investigation within the DARPA
ASTT program.

4.6 Verification, Validation and Accreditation

Within DoD, the acronym V&V is usually replaced by
VV&A, where ‘A’ represents accreditation (U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense 1997b):

Accreditation. The official certification that a model or
simulation is acceptable for use for a specific purpose

There are a number of difficulties attendant with the
verification and validation of military training simulations
(although many of these challenges are not necessari
unique to the arena). These include:

• Validating models in the absence of data. For example
valid models of combat performance degradation – a
impacted by stress, morale, loudspeaker broadcast
etc. – are desired, but little data exists to suppor
model validation and data collection is nontrivial.

• Cost-effective VV&A of training simulations requires
a focus on verisimilitude and a proper characterization
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of the training objectives – which are often not well-
formulated.

• The possibilities for negative training must be identified
and accounted for.

• Interactive simulations raise additional difficulties by
confounding the notion of repeatability that underlies
many of the traditional V&V techniques.

• Validating real-time simulations introduces a perfor-
mance aspect not present in traditional simulation
applications.

In addition to these technical challenges, VV&A in the
era of distributed, interoperable simulation introduces
many programmatic and cultural barriers to cost-effective
VV&A, such as the absence of centralized configuration
management. Page, Canova and Tufarolo (1996) discu
both the technical and operational challenges to cos
effective VV&A in an Advanced Distributed Simulation
setting, using the ALSP Joint Training Confederation as a
case study.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The military training simulation arena is ripe with chal-
lenges. Training applications, arguably, are the primary
driving force behind several of the current DoD M&S
initiatives. While many of the applications and concepts
employed in the military training simulation domain bear
little resemblance to “traditional” discrete event simula-
tions and discrete event simulation concepts, a synthes
of these two cultures is likely to benefit each. We are
hopeful that this tutorial is a useful contribution toward
such a synthesis.
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